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In th1a note we consider the diffusion of a uniformly moving 
substance in a c.ylindrical tube 9 the cross-section of whi,ch 
is. the sec tor O ~ r ~ a , cp1 ~ <p ·" q, 2 in polar coor"dinates 
r,f). The combined process of dirfusion and convection may 
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is the concentration of the substance,where 
coerficients of diffusion and vis the 
systematic veloci.ty which is assumed to be constant. 
In this equation the effect of axial diffusion has been 
neglected. Ass1.uning that at the entrance of the . tube z ,. ... ,o 
the concentration is a given function ofr only, 
1.2 c= c 0 r at Z=O, 
" 
it is easily seen that the concentration will not depend on 
~ so that.there only remains the effect of the radial 
diffusiono 
The other boundary conditions are 
• 
1.4 
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==O at r=a, 
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The latter two conditions simply express the fact that there 
is no flow across the wall of the tube. The last condition 




With the assumption 1.2 it will be shown in section 2 that 
the concentration at an arbitrary point is given by a series, 
the :first two terms of which,-.are given below 
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a ~1 dr + ... , 
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l 1 3.8317 is the first 
The first term represents the stationary situation which 
would be_obtained by ideal mixing of the substance at the 
entrance. The second term shows the effect of diffusion. 
and convection for points not too close to 
In section 3 we consider the special case 
· 0 ror 
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may be :found in tables 3 ·- and 4 • We point out that 
these- solutions hold for any sectorial cross-section since 
do not occt1.1, in the :final expressions. 
In the appendix we shall derive some :roI~mulae which are 
used in the sections 2 and 3 • 
• 
The e~1u.ati.on of;i r1ea·t t:r~anspe~rt ~ wr.aich 1,s 
tll.f.;•.f~·us:,.,,i:>n equation is t;reated in [ ·1 ~ and 
~ . h r,o -c;. e 






Condu,ction of1 heat in. solids J 
nd Oxford 9 2 . ed o 1959 , c.h. VII " 
Tr1e matr1ematic.s tif d~tf·r·aitlion. 
Oxford 9 C la:r.,,endon Preas .,•1956 
cho•~w I 9 II.9 V 9 XI and XII. 
Tables of functions with formulae 
and curveso 
English-German Dover edition . 
• 
. · 1945, pp 156-166 4 decimals o 
• 
4J Royal Soc.Math.Tableso Volo7& Bessel functions Part III: 
5 H.B<, Dwight 
' 
Zeros and associated values, p.2 
7 decimals o . . -
Tables of 1ntergrals and other 
n1athema.tical data o 
·Macmillan·· Compo 1955 !> 
pp O 176-182 0 
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• 
In this section we derive a solution of the equation 1.1, 
assumi ·. that the concentration c does not depe-nd on· 'f o 




-- 0 so we have to solve the simpler equation 
• 
2.1 D ··-· V r 
• 
• 
with tra boundary conditions 
. . . . -
•• • 
• 
2.2 c continuous at r O, • 
""' -,. 




Applying Laplace transformation with r~spect to z: 
• 
2.4 -C -C r,p exp -pz c r.,z dz, 
0 
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-
= V pc 
will be written in the form 
2-oc. C a r , 
• 
dr2 
where 0(2 pv D 





r This equation is of 
consis·ts • of a P.&rticular 
solution and an arbitrary linear combination of the modified 
Bessel :functions 
Using the method of variation of the constants a particular 
solution of 2.5 will be sought in the form • 
C 
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and so the general solution of equation 2.5 is ob-





+ Q , 
where the constants P and Q have_to.be determined from the 
boundary conditions 2.2 and 2.3 • The condition of 
continuity at r=O implies Q=O.in view or the logarithmic 
si_ngulari ty of at r O • From the condition 
• . ..•. 
0 at r=a we obtain 
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-· where Lis an arb-itrary vertical 
path «- -ioo 9 i(J" +~t~co ;~~-- the {region of -
-4~--,,..,.... ___ -::: 
• I I , t •··-• ,._-,.--.,· - , j ,.•· ,. ,...,.. ~ V'_, ,.,,,. ...... _.-- J 
-regularity of c r,p shaded in 
fig 1 • 
It will be shown -it· tb~. Appendix, 
subsection A~ that c r,p 1s an 
analytic function of p with a -_. _ 
at the negative real axis, 
starting with p =O. The 
0 


























see formula 2.7 or, which 1s the same, rrom 
• 
• • 
x. are orten called 


















• qk Pn 
n 
·1 D. it V follows that 
a. • ,. ~ ... 
n 1, 2, • e • 
The origin p=O must be considered seperately since P"·!O 
1s not only a zero of also a singularity of 







X have been tabulated eog. in 3 and 
" 
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Combir1ing tr1ese results we event·ually find 
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Here.we consider the case that- the concentration at the 
• 
entrar:tce is descr"ibed by· 
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Then the -r1.rs t term- of the expansion of c . r:; z reduces 
a. c&rtain relation between Bessel 
functions the integration can be carried out., This 
will be shown in the Appendix subsection B ~where 
.~ ~ 
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ideal mixing at the entrance of the tube. The subse.qtl0nt terms 
representing the effect of di~fusion and convection are 
., 
corrections to this picture. In order to obtain a prescribed 
accuracy it depends on the chosen values or z whether one 
or more correcting terms must be taken into calculation. 
' 
For relatively large values of z it suffices to take only 
one correcting term of the expansion 3.2, 
" 
• 2 r ., 
ro 2r0 P1Z 
• r ~ 
ro 
3.3 C r,z 1 + e a 1 I 1 17 I 12 Fl ) ••• . 2 a a ' 1 • • 
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In this Appendix we give some derivations which are of minor 
importance to the dif'fusion .. problem and which for this reason are 
omitted in sections 2 and 3. 
., 
• 
A. Here we·shall give a derivation or the expansion 2.12 of 
c .r, z .• To .that purpose we first determine the. possible 
. 
singularities of c r,p in the complex p plane. 






' \ I K I K d'f ,}) f co f i:;• 1 ii r ~ C) ~ iJ ~r I 0 0 0 0 )) l 0 ~ 
will be considered firsto 
We note that I x 
0 
1s an even entire runction of x 
a logarithmic singularity at x O 
of the following kind, 
~✓ X 
i•·· + ln 11111' ., J . 2 + 0 for x , .. · -r~-- O , 
• 
where Y is Euler's constant. 
v 
Hence the expression. A1 may have a possible 
• 
singularity at oc O • However, by considering the 














it ap~ears that, with respect to (M, the logarithmic 
terms drop out. Thus. A1 is regular and even with res-
pect. to u. and consequently also a regular :function 
o:r p. 
We now consider the second integral of 2.7 viz • 
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I·t is easily ~een that as a funtion of ~~ thi,s 
pression has a set of poles + _, ·1 
- i t:t n a :; or 




C G ~ ·=·• " a v· 11 , d·ue to the zeros of the denominator. The . 
origin must be considered separately. Again it appears 
that the terms with ln m disappear, and that A3 is an 
even fun,ction of ~~ with a pole o:f the seco·nd order in the 
origin o Th ·us when cor.tsidered as• a :runct ion of p there 
results a. meromorphic function of p wi.th a. simple pol.e 
in the origino The residue at p O can be calculated by 
using the followi expansions expressing the be•-
haviour for p c,,:,-,;ii::,, O ~ o:r~ ror (A. ~ o, 
• 
C: fif 
u ; .ti: ., 
:tll tt:Q 
+ 0 
1 + 0 
+ 
• I ,.,, 
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which may be 
in 5 PPo 
found9 as well as the expansions 
• 











·Hence f 0or ,1t -""'"~? O the e~xpansio·n A3 may be written as 
a 
' 
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which can be simplified to 
a • 







expression the residue can be derived at once. 
• 
• 
. . . ., 1 . 
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the first term of the 
integrand vanishes because it is an entire function of 





We know that 
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"i, I 1 - - 1 ••••• •• :f/j· it? ti #Sta liil trt s 7 , -·- ~ --
• 
satisfies the differential equation 
·1 1 . + .,,,., y ~ X 
X 
=0 we have the identity 
., 
Using again the expression of the and 
it follows that for x 
l ·. .; f a 
~"' o n 
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A3 becomes • 
A10 Res 
p Pn 




n I ~ r 
o n 
dr, 
Now we consider the 
path @f' ,--,iR , ~F +1R 
~,o and radius R 
' • 
0 n 
n 1,2., ••• 
closed contour C consisting of the 
"ill 
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If we let ~ -·~""'o , leaving 
small radius ~ arour1d the 
a sem1c1.rcle ): with an arbitrarily 
• 
origin and taking care that r does 
' 
not go through a 





c r, p dp -·-~ O 
In a similar way it appears that 
. -
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where L -is the vertical path 
On the other hand we have the 
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r.,p dp = 
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and therefore . the right- .hand side of 2 08 can be written 
, 
as a sum of residues 
,, ... 
' tit} • " 
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In order to apply this result we combine A6 and A10, 
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is convenient to write this formula in terms 
x. For that reason we write 
or J . ix 
0 
in 
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B. In section 3 we met with· the integral 
• 
' •, ' 4 
• 
r r e •·r J •·. · fl · o · , o a ,. n dr. 
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which may easily be 
• 







S inc:e J ; ·1 x 0 \ 
' 
differentiat1 both 
···· - J x it f'ollowa 
~, . 




·'Using -B4 - the r'ight,"'r.tand side of the equat1.on B2 becom·es 
after some calculations 
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r be given by 3o1 
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